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Introduction 

 
This movie is about Katherine Watson, a new teacher  in 

Wellesley university, this university is for women to teach her to be 

a good wife. 

 

Her group of students doesn’t have a good attitude and that 

makes Ms. Katherine strong with her, She comes to make a 

change in the way we think about education. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Mona Lisa’s Smile 
Characters: 

 Katherine Watson 

 Katherine Warren 

 Joan Brad win 

 Nancy Abbey 

 Gisele Levi 

 Tommy Donegal 

 Connie Backer  

 Amanda Armstrong 

 Paul 

 Teacher Dunbar 

Special Phrases: 

 Textbook are not only way to learn 

 You can not conform with people expectations. 

The story began in 1953when Katherine Watson (Teacher Art and History) 

arrived to Wellesley University. 

The first day of classes she were afraid, she started with the class but all the 

students answered everything and anybody likes her. 

Her Boos said that she has to be strong and with more discipline in next 

class, at the same time she was sad missing her boyfriend. 

At 2nd class she was more secure than last class and students ask frequently 

but she answered everything, students were surprised. That day she met an 

Italian Teacher (Teacher Dunbar). 

She helps Joe and gave her inscription application to Yale’s School, then 

Elizabeth Warren get married with her boyfriend.  Days After she went with 

her students to a museum to see artistic gallery, their students were 

surprised. 



Principal’s says to Katherine that her method is orthodox  and it has to be a 

little modern, Jhon is accepted at Yale School and she told Betty who isn’t 

happy about that new. 

Betty always discuss with her husband, Paul wants to get married with 

Katherine, she doesn’t feel comfortable with that and its confused. 

 Betty and Katherine fight. Next day students made a Party and they invited 

Katherine, they asked her personal questions . Another day when she 

entered to classroom students were expected because she has more 

discipline and that class was special because she made a meditation with 

her girls. 

She feels stupid and angry because she doesn’t want to prepare women to 

be wives. She wants people to be a leader in future.  

Teacher Dunbar and Katherine began a romance, Connie and Charly were 

boyfriends but they broke by Betty’s influence. 

The principal condicionate the work of Katherine, Betty divorced and she 

says sorry to Katherine. 

Mrs. Katherine says that she comes to make change and see the world with 

new eyes, all students love her and she will never forget her students and 

they will never forget her. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
 

I think this movie calls Mona Lisa’s smile because she always was smiling like 

Mona Lisa. This movie is very interesting because give us an example of 

what kind of teacher have we to be. Make a difference is our work 

because we are a model for our students, use new methods to learn is ok 

but we have to take the decision to be different. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


